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at the University of Maryland and we have used the resulting output to guideenhancements to a LCS-based database.The next section describes our framework for mapping LCS roles to AMRrelations. Section 3 introduces the thematic hierarchy used for syntactic real-ization of arguments. Section 4 describes the implementation, while sections 5and 6 present the results of testing the implementation, and our conclusions.2 Mapping LCS Roles to AMR RelationsThe input to our MT system is a Chinese sentence that is parsed into a syn-tactic structure. This is passed to a semantic composition module which createsa corresponding LCS [10, 11, 12].2 LCS is a compositional abstraction withlanguage-independent properties that transcend structural idiosyncrasies. Thisrepresentation has been used as the interlingua of several projects such as UNI-TRAN [6] and MILT [5].The LCS is passed to a generator which produces an output English sentenceby means of two steps: lexical selection and syntactic realization. Lexical selec-tion involves a comparison between LCS components and abstract LCS framesassociated with words in an English lexicon. Syntactic realization re-casts LCS-based thematic roles as relations in an Abstract Meaning Representation (AMR),i.e., an unordered tree where the root is a concept and each child is linked bya relation.3 An intermediate form (LCS-AMR) is produced as a by-product ofthis mapping between roles and relations. The AMR is as input to the Nitrogensystem [15, 16, 17] which provides the mechanism needed for linearization, mor-phological derivation, word order and agreement.4 (More details about Nitrogenand AMRs are given in Section 4.1.)An example of the steps in the conversion from LCS to AMR is shown in (1)below, for the sentence China arms the coalition. The LCS can be roughly glossedas \China caused the coalition to go identi�cationally (or transform) towardsbeing at the state of being armed." From this the agent (China) and theme(coalition) are extracted; these serve as slot-�llers in the LCS-AMR. These arethen mapped into their corresponding slots in the AMR.(1) LCS: (CAUSE (Thing China 1)(GO Ident (Thing Coalition 2)(TOWARD Ident (Thing Coalition 2)(AT Ident (Thing Coalition 2)2 The parser and composition module were developed at the University of Maryland.3 We also map LCS-based modi�ers, quanti�ers, and other features into correspondingAMR-based components. For the purposes of this paper, we will focus speci�callyon realization of LCS arguments.4 The Nitrogen generation system was produced at the Information Science Instituteat the University of Southern California. We chose to use this system as part of ourgeneration e�orts because of its large coverage and accessibility, as well as a balancebetween knowledge-based and statistical approaches.



(Property armed 9)))))LCS-AMR: (A1 / |arm<render|:LCS-AG (A2 / |China| :quant sing):LCS-TH (A3 / |coalition|) :quant sing)AMR: (A1 / |arm<render|:arg1 (A2 / |China| :quant sing):arg2 (A3 / |coalition|) :quant sing)Thematic roles in LCS are represented as integers. In the example above, 1is used to designate Agent and 2 is used to designate Theme. Each role has aunique integer.5 LCS thematic roles are de�ned to reect the role taken by theobject they refer to in the sentence described by the LCS. There is no built-ininformation about surface realization of these objects. For example, as shownin 2, a theme can be realized as the subject or the object of a sentence or evenas an object of a preposition.(2) The girl walked home.We helped the boy.She nibbled at a cookie.This lack of direct correspondence to syntax is intentional: the LCS is alanguage-independent structure and positioning of arguments in the LCS is lan-guage dependent. The following table displays some of the most commonly usedthematic roles, their thematic numbers, their corresponding LCS-AMR relations,and examples of possible realizations.(3) Theta LCS-AMRRole # Abbrev Relationn Possible RealizationsAgent 1 ag :LCS-AG Argument: John broke the chair.Theme 2 th :LCS-TH Argument: The boy went to school.Oblique: She nibbled at a cookie.Source 3 src :LCS-SRC Argument: She abandoned the scene.Oblique: We came from the party.Goal 5 goal :LCS-GOAL Argument: He entered the room.Oblique: We are going to the party.Location 11 loc :LCS-LOC Argument: The trees swarmed with bees.Oblique: The bees buzzed in the trees.Realization of thematic roles associated with LCS positions must be pro-vided on a per-language basis. Such information is speci�ed in lexical entries interms of thematic numbers (see above) coupled with requirements for option-ality (:OPTIONAL and :OBLIGATORY), internal/external positioning (:INTand :EXT), and associated prepositions (:COLLOCATIONS). We use a the-matic grid as an easy-to-read shorthand to encapsulate all of this information.5 The exception to this is that Experiencer and Theme share the integer 2.



The grid includes the thematic roles corresponding to LCS positions in theirsurface-realization order. A preceding underscore or comma tells whether thethematic role is obligatory or optional, respectively. The thematic grid also in-cludes the particle(s) associated with a particular thematic role. For example, thethematic grid _ag_th(at),instr(with) conveys the information that, in En-glish, the agent in the LCS must be realized as the subject and the theme andinstrument (when provided) must be realized as obliques (prepositional phrases)in the order given.In order to create a mapping between LCS-based thematic roles and AMRrelations used in the Nitrogen system, we �rst examined the meaning behindthe roles used in these two representations. At �rst glance, it would appear thatthey are entirely incompatible: LCS roles are purely thematic with no inherentsyntactic ordering information while AMR relations are a mix of syntactic andsemantic roles. Moreover, the AMR relations did not allow a speci�c prepositionto be associated with certain oblique relations.6 If the LCS associates a speci�cpreposition with a certain role, the thematic role must be mapped into therelation :spatial-location in the AMR so that a preposition may be speci�ed.This forces all obliques into one relation which, in addition to being inappropriatein many cases (since obliques are not always \spatial" in nature), does not allowfor multiple oblique relations. Thus, only one oblique may be produced persentence.Our solution is to rede�ne the mapping between thematic roles and AMRrelations to that of mapping between these roles and their surface realizations.We use syntactically-de�ned AMR relations: :arg1, :arg2, and :goal whichrefer to argument 1 (or logical subject), argument 2 (or logical object), and goal(the only relation corresponding to the logical indirect object). As for obliques,they will be mapped to two new relations that specify a preposition and its ob-ject (:lcs-prep and :lcs-prep-object). The new relations are then linearizedseparately, as described in the next sections.3 Thematic HierarchyOnce the LCS-AMR relations are identi�ed, the generator must have access toinformation that establishes the relative ordering of arguments on the surface. Abrute force approach to mapping relations to syntactic positions is to associateeach verb instance in an AMRwith its thematic grid from the associated abstractLCS frame in the lexicon. This method is expensive and ine�cient as there aremore than 107 distinct grids, each potentially containing several optional itemsthat must be treated separately. Another approach is to induce an orderingamong the thematic roles that mirrors their order of realization. Such an orderingmay be imposed by means of a thematic hierarchy. As mentioned earlier, severalresearchers have proposed di�erent versions of thematic hierarchies. An example6 Nitrogen tends to overgenerate by producing several possible prepositions associatedwith such relations.



of a simple thematic hierarchy can be the following:7(4) Agent > Theme > LocationThis means that in the case of an LCS with any two of these three roles, theroles must be realized as argument 1 and argument 2 in the order with whichthey appear, left to right, in the thematic hierarchy.We constructed a more comprehensive thematic hierarchy than those pro-posed previously. To do this, we �rst extracted all the thematic grids in the verbLCS Lexicon. There were 107 distinct grids, each of which we divided into twopartial grids: one for arguments and one for obliques. The relative ordering be-tween obliques and arguments is always the same: arguments are realized closerto the verb and obliques follow. Each partial grid was then ordered topologically.Initially, the following thematic hierarchy was found for arguments (the rolesbetween the curly braces have equal relative order):(5) ag > instr > th > perc > {goal, src, loc, poss, pred, prop}Several exceptions were found such as the following:(6) (i) The bees buzzed in the trees. (ii) The box contains the ball.Theme > Location Location > Theme(7) (i) They deserted the scene. (ii) The cop fined John 40 dollars.Theme > Source Agent > Source > ThemeCases like (6) above are resolved using the lexical parameter :EXT, which isset for Location in (6)(ii). To integrate this solution, we created an intermediateLCS-AMR relation :lcs-ext that will replace the original thematic role. Thisnew role is the highest on the thematic hierarchy by de�nition. Example (7) isthe only unresolved ordering. We treat it as an exception that is addressed beforeeverything else. Thus, the �nal hierarchy for arguments is as follows:(8) special case : ag src th (in this order)ext > ag > instr > th > perc > Everything ElseAs for the ordering of obliques, the following order was established:(9) particle > mod-prop > ag > perc > th > purp > mod-loc >mod-pred > src > goal > mod-poss > benNote that the order of obliques is not a strict hierarchy but rather a possibletopological sort. There are several interdependencies that are hard to resolveusing a strict ordering. But for all possible relative orderings, the thematic hi-erarchy above reects a correct realization order. Special cases to this hierarchyare found to be alternative possible realizations. For example the following tworealizations are correct even though the �rst one, which appears in the thematicgrid is not consistent with the thematic hierarchy used for the obliques:7 This most closely resembles the hierarchy proposed by [4].



(10) He talked about the plans to his neighbor.Possessed Modifier > Experiencer(11) He talked to his neighbor about the plans.Experiencer > Possessed Modifier4 ImplementationAssigning sentential positioning to arguments of a verb is only one task in syn-tactic realization. In order to complete the job of syntactic realization fromthe LCS-based interlingua representation, we are currently using the Nitrogensystem from USC/ISI [15, 16, 17]. This system has several advantages for us:(1) Already implemented, including a large lexicon (110,000 word-senses), andgrammatical and morphological rules for English; (2) Easily extensible by addingadditional grammar rules; (3) Includes a statistical component to pick the mostlikely of possible realizations (by comparing n-grams in the sentence to a largeEnglish corpus); and (4) Variable input which can be at any of several levelsincluding conceptual, shallow semantic, or syntactic.Nitrogen not only handled the other tasks involved in realization, such asmorphological realization and statistically picking more likely possible realiza-tions, but also provided a formalism for writing transformation rules (as wellas an implementation which executes the transformations), which allowed us toimplement the thematic hierarchy discussed in the previous section. In this sec-tion, we �rst briey discuss the Nitrogen system and then describe how we madeuse of it to implement the thematic hierarchy discussed in the previous sectionto realize English output sentences from LCS structures.4.1 The Nitrogen Generation SystemAs described above, the input to Nitrogen is an AMR, i.e., an unordered treewhere the root is a concept and each child is linked by a relation. Each child iseither an AMR itself or a terminal atom, such as a feature value. AMR relationscan be either syntactic or semantic roles. Some relations specify the case of thesub-tree it heads such as :agent, :patient, :source, :destination, etc. Otherrelations specify certain features such as syntactic category, tense, or quantity.The following is an example AMR to represent the sentence \the boy went toschool":(12) (W1 / |go<render| :agent (W2 / |boy| :quant sing):destination (W3 / |school|) :quant sing))The slash mark speci�es an instance of something (the boy, the going, andthe school). The symbols W1, W2, and W3 are node markers.Nitrogen makes use of a number of heterogeneous knowledge sources, in-cluding: (1) A statistical database;8 (2) The Sensus Ontology which constitutes8 This is a database of uni and bi-gram occurrences calculated based on two years ofWall Street Journal [17]



the lexical knowledge of the system;9 (3) Morphological knowledge implementedusing a morphology derivation grammar that handles both derivations and in-ections [16];10 and (4) Syntactical knowledge implemented using a grammardatabase that contains two types of transformation rules: linearization and re-casting. We focus on this last knowledge source.Linearization rules transform an AMR|or a part of an AMR (e.g., theobject of a relation)|into a word sequence. This handles the generation of mul-tiple surface forms. For example, the linearization rule (13) realizes two alternateword sequences (sentences). In the �rst, the relation :agent is generated as the�rst element in the sentence, the subject. But in the second sequence, :agentis realized as the object of the preposition by in a passive inversion of the �rstsentence.(13) ((x1 :agent :senser) (x2 :patient :phenomenon) (x3 :rest) ->(s (seq (x1 np) (x3 v-tensed) (x2 np)))(s (seq (x2 np) (x3 v-passive)(wrd "by") (x1 np))))Recasting rules transform an AMR into another AMR by rede�ning theoriginal relations. This allows great exibility in the level of input relations,since rules can be written to transform one structure into another. As such, itis possible to refer to the semantic level relations (e.g., :agent and :patient)as well as more syntactic relations (e.g., :arg1 and :arg2). The recasting ruleshown in (14) transforms an AMR with the :time relation having a value futureto a similar structure in which a :modal relation is added and the :time has thevalue present.(14) ((x1 :rest) (x2 (:time future)) :cut ->(? (x1 (:add (:modal x2) (:time present)) ?)))Both kinds of rules were used to implement the transformation of a set of LCSthematic roles into syntactic roles or positions that can be integrated with therest of Nitrogen's realization mechanism.4..2 Implementing the Thematic HierarchyThe thematic hierarchy is implemented using an extension to Nitrogen's gram-mar that recasts LCS thematic roles into pre-existing AMR relations in an orderconsistent with the thematic hierarchy. In the case of arguments, three recastingrules are used to map to :arg1, :arg2, and :goal11. The ordering of the rules9 This is a knowledge base of 70 thousand nodes derived from several sources such asWordnet, Longman dictionary and penman upper model [14].10 Nitrogen over-generates and depends on the statistical extractor to discard bad cases.For example, one morphology rule creates a plural ending -xes and -xen for all nounsending with -x . This generates boxes and oxen but also *boxen and *oxes.11 :goal is the best match available among Nitrogen's relations for a second internalargument. It does not (necessarily) carry the intuitive semantic function of a goalrelation, but is merely used to position arguments correctly.



forces Nitrogen to match �rst with :arg1 then :arg2. If a match is found for:goal, then :arg2 and :goal are swapped as part of the recasting. An addi-tional rule is needed to implement the special case referred to above in (8). Anexample rule, the one for picking the �rst argument is shown below in (15). Notethat the listing of options reects the order in the thematic hierarchy.(15) ((x1 :rest)(x2 :lcs-ext :lcs-ag :lcs-instr :lcs-th :lcs-perc :lcs-goal:lcs-mod-poss :lcs-mod-loc :lcs-src :lcs-mod-pred:lcs-loc :lcs-poss :lcs-pred :lcs-prop)-> (? (x1 (:add (:arg1 x2)) ?)))The thematic hierarchy for the obliques is implemented di�erently for tworeasons. First, each oblique must be identi�ed by the existence of two relations:the actual thematic role (e.g., lcs-goal or lcs-src) and its corresponding particlerelation (e.g., lcs-goal-part or lcs-src-part). Second, the linearization rules forobliques must be associated with each speci�c preposition. Therefore, there aretwo sets of rules associated with the realization of obliques. First, there arelinearization rules to create the correct sequence of :lcs-prep and :lcs-prep-obj forevery possible preposition. And secondly, there are recasting rules to transformthe thematic roles and thematic particle roles into :lcs-prep and :lcs-prep-obj.These rules are ordered to reect the thematic hierarchy of obliques. In (16) wepresent the two rules that realize a source using the particle \from".(16) ; Linearize with the preposition "from"((x1 (:lcs-prep |from|)) (x2 :lcs-prep-obj) (x3 :rest) ->(s (seq (x3 s) (wrd "from") (x2 np)))); Recasting goal and goal particle((x1 :lcs-goal-part) (x2 :lcs-goal) (x3 :rest) ->(? (x3 (:add (:lcs-prep x1) (:lcs-prep-obj x2)) ?)))5 ResultsThe implementation of the thematic hierarchy was tested using a set of 100 ran-domly selected sentences from a set of 550 examples sentences that are associatedwith the LCS-based verb lexicon (to exemplify the realization of particular verbclasses based on [19]). These sentences were then semi-automatically convertedinto the LCS-AMR representation. Full realization was performed, i.e., conver-sion to AMR and Nitrogen's morphological realization. Sample test sentencesare given in (17), along with �nal generation results.(17) (A1 / |place| :LCS-AG (A2 / |he|) :LCS-TH (A3 / |book|):LCS-GOAL-PART |on| :LCS-GOAL (A5 / |table|))he placed the book on the table .



-----------------------------------------------------(A850 / |hear| :LCS-TH (A851 / |he|):LCS-PERC-PART |about| :LCS-PERC (A853 / |murder|))he heard about the murder .-----------------------------------------------------Out of 100 sentences, only one problematic argument assignment was found:(18) (A1333 / |wink|:LCS-TH (A1334 / |she|):LCS-INSTR (A1335 / |eye| :MOD (A1336 / |her|)):LCS-PERC-PART |at| :LCS-PERC (A1338 / |him|))This AMR returned the sentence *her eyes wink she at him instead of theexpected she winked her eyes at him. This case revealed an error in the LCS-based lexicon: In all other instances where instrument and theme co-occurred,instrument was higher in the hierarchy. So, the theme (originally the experiencer)must be forced to be external by setting the lexical parameter :EXT (or changingthe role assignments, e.g, from theme to agent).The use of the generator as a diagnostic tool has aided detection of othertypes of inconsistencies in the LCS-based lexicon. This has allowed us to enhanceprinciples for thematic-role assignment. For example, in an earlier version of theLCS lexicon the following classes of verbs were distinguished by their thematicgrids:(19) (i) _th_loc: bound, bracket, ..., hug, skirt, surround, ring(ii) _loc_th: contain, encloseHowever, our experimentation with the generator revealed that there would beno principled way to assign reversed roles to objects in sentences such as thefollowing:(20) (i) The fence (th) surrounded the house (loc)(ii) The fence (loc) enclosed the house (th)Thus, we collapsed the two classes of verbs contain and enclose into a singleclass associated with the grid _loc_th.6 ConclusionThe small test described in the previous section shows that the thematic hier-archy implementation has good coverage over a large sample of the Levin verbclasses. Our approach is e�cient in that it accesses a single thematic hierarchyrather than individual ordering speci�cations for linearization of arguments andobliques. Moreover, the approach allows sentences to be produced in a fashionthat mirrors that of parsing, with thematic roles corresponding to D-structure
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